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Background: Biliary tract cancer (BTC) is an uncommon but highly lethal

malignancy with poor clinical outcomes. To promote the development of

precision medicine for BTC, uncovering its genomic profile becomes

particularly important. However, studies on the genomic feature of Chinese

BTC patients remain insufficient.

Methods: A total of 382 Chinese patients with BTC were enrolled in this study,

including 71 with intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (ICC), 194 with extrahepatic

cholangiocarcinoma (ECC), and 117 with gallbladder carcinoma (GBC). Genetic

testing was performed by utilizing the next-generation sequencing (NGS) of

499 cancer-related genes and the results were compared to those of Western

BTC patients (MSKCC cohorts).

Results: The most prevalent genes were TP53 (51.6%), ARID1A (25.9%), KMT2C

(24.6%), NCOR1 (17%), SMAD4 (15.2%), KRAS (14.9%), KMT2D (14.9%), ATM

(14.1%), and APC (13.9%) in Chinese BTC patients. TP53, SMAD4, and APC

were more prevalent in GBC, ECC, and ICC, respectively. In addition, 10.5% of

Chinese BTC patients harbored pathogenic or likely pathogenic (P/LP) germline

alterations in 41 genes, which weremainly related to DNA damage repair (DDR).

Additionally, the genomic features of Chinese and Western BTC tumors were

similar, with the exception of the notable difference in the prevalence of TP53,

KRAS, IDH1, KMT2C, and SMAD4. Notably, Chinese BTC patients had high

prevalence (57.1%) of actionable alterations, especially for those with ECC, and

half (192/382) of them had somatic DDR alterations, with the prevalence of

deleterious ones being significantly higher than their Western counterparts.

Twenty-three percent of patients had a higher tumor mutational burden (TMB-

H, over 10 mutations/MB), and TMB was significantly higher in those with

deleterious DDR alterations and/or microsatellite instability-high. The most

common mutational signature in BTC patients was Signature 1, and

interestingly, Signatures 1, 4, and 26 were significantly associated with higher

TMB level, but not with the survival of patients who had received

immunotherapy in pan-cancer.
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Conclusion: Our study elaborated the distinct germline and somatic genomic

characteristics of Chinese BTC patients and identified clinically actionable

alterations, highlighting the possibility for the development and application of

precision medicine.
KEYWORDS

biliary tract cancer, genomic profile, germline, DNA damage repair, intrahepatic
cholangiocarcinoma, extrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma, gallbladder carcinoma,
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Introduction

Biliary tract cancer (BTC) is an aggressive, heterogeneous

biliary epithelial neoplasm that accounts for 1% of adult

cancers and 3% of adult gastrointestinal malignancies

worldwide (1, 2). It is mainly composed of three subtypes,

inc luding intrahepat ic cholangiocarc inoma (ICC) ,

extrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (ECC), and gallbladder

carcinoma (GBC) (3). Although BTC is rare in Western

countries, its incidence has been increasing in recent years,

mainly due to the ICC (4, 5). Patients with BTC have a poor

prognosis, with a 5-year survival of approximately 5%–15%

only (6, 7). Radical surgical resection is the primary curative

treatment; however, as BTC is commonly asymptomatic in its

early stages and lacks specific and robust biomarkers,

approximately 60%–70% of BTC patients are diagnosed

with locally advanced unresectable disease (8–10). In

addition, during exploratory laparotomy, a significant

proportion of patients initially diagnosed with localized and

resectable disease at diagnosis were subsequently confirmed

to be unresectable (11). Moreover, even after radical surgery,

the recurrence rate is still above 70% (12). Hence, there is an

urgent need to comprehensively understand the genomic

feature and thus develop novel biomarkers for early

detection and providing matched therapeutic approaches

for BTC.

For advanced BTC patients, there are other treatment

options including chemotherapy, targeted therapy, and

immunotherapy, of which gemcitabine combined with

cisplatin has become the standard first-line treatment (13).

For patients who harbor actionable mutations, targeted

therapy is superior to chemotherapy in the second line,

especially pemigatinib or infigratinib for treating FGFR2

fusion or rearrangement (14, 15) and ivosidenib for IDH1

mutation (16), which have been approved by the U.S. Food

and Drug Administration (FDA). Pan-cancer therapies, such

as larotrectinib and entrectinib for NTRK rearrangement
02
tumors (17, 18), and dabrafenib combined with trametinib

for treating BRAF V600E-mutated patients (19, 20), could

also have promising efficacy against BTC. On the other hand,

FDA has approved pembrolizumab to treat patients with

unresectable or metastatic, MSI-H or mismatch repair-

deficient (dMMR) BTC; however, only an extremely low

number of patients would benefit from it because of the

rare prevalence of MSI-H/dMMR in BTC (below 2%) (10,

11). The overwhelming response rates and clinical benefits of

immune checkpoint inhibitor (ICI) monotherapy for

unselected BTC patients are generally poor (9). To tailor

matched therapy for BTC patients, precision medicine

strategies relying on novel technologies such as next-

generation sequencing (NGS) are particularly crucial.

Moreover, it is necessary to explore the genomic differences

between BTC with different race or ethnicity to obtain a

comprehensive understanding of BTC.

In this study, next-generation sequencing (NGS) was

performed on tissue or blood samples from 382 Chinese

patients with BTC to characterize their genomic features.

The genomic landscape of BTC was further clarified by

comparing the genetic differences between different

subtypes of BTC and between Chinese and Western patients.

Materials and methods

Patients and samples

This study retrospectively screened 382 Chinese patients

diagnosed with BTC at Tianjin Medical University Cancer

Institute and Hospital from January 2018 to October 2021,

including 71 ICC patients, 194 ECC patients, and 117 GBC

patients. Of these, 272 patients provided tumor tissue samples

and 110 patients provided plasma samples. Informed consent

for tumor analysis was obtained according to protocols

approved by the Tianjin Medical University Cancer

Institute and Hospital ethics committee.
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Sample preparation and genetic testing

Before DNA extraction, serial sections of the tissue were

performed to assess the content and percentage of the tumor.

On l y s amp l e s w i t h t umo r pu r i t y o v e r 2 0% on

histopathological assessment were eligible for DNA

extract ing and sequencing. The tumor tissues and

peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) were collected

to extract DNA using the DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit

(Qiagen) under the manufacturer’s instructions. Meanwhile,

circulating cell-free DNA (cfDNA) was extracted from

plasma using the QIAamp Circulating Nucleic Acid Kit

(Qiagen) following the protocol of the manufacturer. The

purified gDNA and cfDNA were then quantified using the

Qubit 3.0 Fluorometer and StepOnePlus System (both from

ThermoFisher Scientific). For the matched germline and

tumor samples, 100 ng of DNA was sheared with a Covaris

E210 system (Covaris) to get 200-bp fragments and then

underwent library preparation using the Accel-NGS 2S DNA

Library Kit (Swift Biosciences) and the xGen Lockdown

Probes kit (IDT). The custom xGen Lockdown probe was

synthesized by IDT, Inc. for the exons and selected intronic

regions of 499 genes (Supplementary Table 1). The prepared

library was quantified using the Qubit 3.0 Fluorometer, and

quality and fragment size were measured using Agilent 2100

Bioanalyzer (reference fragment size: 280–350 bp; DNA

quality: 0.5–50 ng/ml). Samples underwent paired-end

sequencing on an Illumina Novaseq 6000 platform

(Illumina) with a paired-end 2×150-bp read length. Median

coverage of 1,831.61× (range, 352.87, 4,473.51), 4,503.82×

(1,765.89, 9,500.52), and 282.86× (62.93, 1,017.54) was

achieved for tumor gDNA, plasma cfDNA, and PBMC

gDNA, respectively.
Data processing

Raw sequencing data were aligned to the reference human

genome (UCSC hg19) through Burrows-Wheeler Aligner and

produced a binary alignment/map (BAM) file. After the

duplicate removal and local realignment, the Genome Analysis

Toolkit (GATK) and lofreq were utilized for single-nucleotide

variation (SNV), short insertions/deletions (indels) calling.

Variants were then annotated using the ANNOVAR

software tool.
Germline variants annotation

Candidate variants identified in the gDNA from buffy coat

fraction aliquots were determined as the valid germline variants
Frontiers in Oncology 03
(Supplementary Table 2) for further analysis if they met the

following criteria: (1) the Allele frequency (AF) was beyond 30%;

(2) supporting reads of the allele and variant were at least 15 and

8, respectively; (3) the frequency of the variants was below 1% in

the public germline variants datasets, including 1000 genomes,

ExAC, and gnomAD; (4) the variants were not synonymous

SNV; (5) the variants were in the exon and or splicing site; and

(6) the variants were not present in the in-house repeat

sequence database.

Then, the interpretation of germline variants followed the

standards and guidelines of American College of Medical

Genetics and Genomics and the Association for Molecular

Pathology (ACMG/AMP) and was independently reviewed by

two genetic consultants.
Somatic variants annotation

The variant identified in the cfDNA or tumor tissue

sample was defined as the va l id somat ic var i ant

(Supplementary Table 3) if it met all the following

standards: (1) AF was at least 1%; (2) AF was beyond three

times than the AF of the same variant identified in the

matched PBMC; (3) supporting reads of the allele and

variant for ctDNA sample were at least 500 and 10,

respectively; (4) supporting reads of the allele and variant

for tumor sample were at least 150 and 5, respectively; (5) the

number of forward or reverse strands supporting the allele

alteration was at least 5; (6) strand bias at this position was

below 60; (7) the frequency of the variant was below 1% in the

public germline variants datasets, including 1000 genomes,

ExAC, and gnomAD; (8) the variant was not synonymous

(SNV); (9) the variant was in the exon and or splicing site;

and (10) the variant was not present in the in-house repeat

sequence database. Meanwhile, the current study did not

involve the assessment of FGFR2 rearrangement.

Then, the interpretation of the function of each somatic

alteration was conducted by utilizing the OncoKB database

(https://www.oncokb.org/#/) and cbioportal website (https://

www.cbioportal.org/visualize).
Tumor mutational burden and
microsatellite instability calculation

Tumor mutational burden (TMB) score was calculated based

on published and widely applied method (21), and samples with

TMB value over 10 mutations/Mb were regarded as TMB-high

(TMB-H). Meanwhile, the microsatellite instability (MSI) status of

the tumor tissue was determined by using mSINGS method (22),

and 199 tumor tissue samples were successfully investigated.
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Identification and classification of
actionable alterations

The actionabilities of genetic alterations were determined

based on the OncoKB (https://www.oncokb.org/) database and

the cbioportal website (https://www.cbioportal.org/), which

takes into account guidelines and recommendations from the

Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the National

Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN), and the medical

literature (23). All actionable alterations were classified as

levels 1, 2, 3, and 4.
Publicly available data

The clinical and genomic data of Western BTC cohorts

(Cholangiocarcinoma (MSK, Clin Cancer Res 2018) and GBC

cohort [Gallbladder Cancer (MSK, Cancer 2018)] downloaded

from cBioProtal were used for comparisons. Potentially

act ionable a l tera t ions were determined using the

aforementioned method. Only the shared genes in Chinese

and Western BTC cohorts were compared to uncover the

genomic difference.
Frontiers in Oncology 04
Statistical analysis

Statistical Program for Social Sciences 25.0 (SPSS 25.0) and

GraphPad Prism 8.0 were used for statistical analysis and graph

drawing, respectively. Chi-square test and Fisher test were used

to compare the significant difference of alteration in different

subtypes or cohorts. Two-sided p-value less than 0.05 was

considered statistically significant. The alteration spectrum was

made by R software (https://www.r-project.org/).
Results

Patient characteristics

A total of 382 samples from Chinese patients with BTC were

collected in this study, and Table 1 shows the clinicopathological

characteristics. There was an equal gender proportion, and

47.4% (181/382) of patients were female and 52.6% (201/388)

were male. The median age of enrolled patients was 62 (range 32

to 89), and 56.5% (216/382) of the patients were in advanced

stages (III–IV). For samples under genetic testing, 71.2% (272/

382) were tumor tissue and 28.8% (110/382) were plasma.
TABLE 1 Clinicopathologic characteristics of the study population.

Characteristics ICC
(n = 71)

ECC
(n = 194)

GBC
(n = 117)

All
(n = 382)

Age

Median (range) 62 (33–84) 73 (32–84) 64 (34–89) 62 (32–89)

Gender

Female 31 (43.7%) 82 (42.3%) 68 (58.1%) 181 (47.4%)

Male 40 (56.3%) 112 (57.7%) 49 (41.9%) 201 (52.6%)

Stage

I 7 (9.9%) 8 (4.1%) 7 (6.0%) 22 (5.8%)

II 20 (28.2%) 77 (39.7%) 37 (31.6%) 134 (35.0%)

III 14 (19.7%) 32 (16.5%) 23 (19.7%) 69 (18.1%)

IV 29 (40.8%) 73 (37.6%) 45 (38.5%) 147 (38.5%)

NA 1 (1.4%) 4 (2.1%) 5 (4.2%) 10 (2.6%)

Sample type

Tissue 47 (66.2%) 139 (71.6%) 86 (73.5%) 272 (71.2%)

Plasma 24 (33.8%) 55 (28.4%) 31 (26.5%) 110 (28.8%)

TMB state

TMB-H 9 (12.7%) 48 (24.7%) 31 (26.5%) 88 (23.0%)

TMB-L 36 (50.7%) 89 (45.9%) 45 (38.5%) 170 (44.5%)

NA 26 (36.6%) 57 (29.4%) 41 (35.0%) 124 (32.5%)

MSI state

MSI-H 2 (2.8%) 2 (1.0%) 1 (0.9%) 5 (1.3%)

MSI-L/MSS 37 (52.1%) 97 (50.0%) 52 (44.4%) 186 (48.7%)

NA 32 (45.1%) 95 (49.0%) 64 (54.7%) 191 (50.0%)
fro
NA, Not Available; TMB-H, Tumor Mutation Burden-High; TMB-L, Tumor Mutation Burden-Low; MSI-H, Microsatellite Instability-High; MSI-L, Microsatellite Instability-Low; MSS,
Microsatellite Stability; ICC, intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma; ECC, extrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma; GBC, gallbladder carcinoma.
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Somatic genomic alterations landscape
in Chinese BTC patients

A total of 96.3% (368/382) of patients in our cohort had

valid cancer-related somatic alterations. TP53 (51.6% of

patients), ARID1A (25.9%), KMT2C (24.6%), NCOR1 (17%),

SMAD4 (15.2%), KRAS (14.9%), KMT2D (14.9%), ATM

(14.1%), and APC (13.9%) were the most prevalent genes

(Figure 1A). Although NCOR1 and KMT2C/D alterations

were relatively common in this study (Supplementary

Figure 1), there were few studies investigating on their

oncogenic role in BTC. Previous studies have found that

NCOR1 and KMT2C/D play oncogenic roles in bladder
Frontiers in Oncology 05
cancer (24), colorectal cancer (25), prostate cancer (26, 27),

and lymphomagenesis (28). In addition, other important BTC

genes, including PBRM1 (10%), BRAF (8%), BAP1 (6%),

PTEN (5%), IDH1 (5%), IDH2 (5%), and NRAS (2%), were

also identified with a relatively low prevalence in our cohort

(Figure 1A). The most common type of alteration was non-

synonymous variant (SNV). By correlating genomic

alterations with clinical characteristics of BTC patients, we

found that some genomic alterations had significant

histological subtype preference (Figure 1B). For instance,

TP53 alterations were more prevalent in the GBC; SMAD4

alterations were more prevalent in the ECC, but APC

alterations were mainly enriched in the ICC instead.
A

B

FIGURE 1

Somatic alteration profile of 382 BTC patients. (A) Mutation profiles of frequently mutated and well-validated mutated BTC-related genes.
Relevant clinicopathological characteristics of 382 patients are shown on the top, total mutation frequencies in the cohort are shown on the
left, and mutation frequencies in each histological subtype are shown on the right. (B) Correlations between somatic alterations and clinical
phenotypes (age, gender, stage, histological subtype, and sample type) in the entire cohort. *p < 0.05. BTC, biliary tract cancer.
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Meanwhile, TP53 and CREBBP alterations were more

enriched in BTC patients with early stages disease. In

contrast, NCOR1 alterations were more likely to occur in

advanced disease. Additionally, DNMT3A was significantly

enriched in older patients.
Germline alterations in Chinese
BTC patients

In addition, 10.5% (40/382) of BTC patients in our cohort were

identified with pathogenic or likely pathogenic (P/LP) germline

alterations, mainly in BRCA2 (n = 5, 1.32%), ATM (n = 3, 0.79%),

RAD54L, BLM, and ERCC2 (n = 2, 0.53%) (Figure 2A). The

prevalence of P/LP germline alterations was not significantly

different among three subtypes (ECC vs. ICC vs. GBC: 5.0% vs.

2.6% vs. 2.9%) (Figure 2B). Only two patients (0.53%) were

identified with P/LP alterations in mismatch repair pathway. In

this study, 119 (31.2%) BTC patients reported a family cancer

history, of which 16.81% (20/119) patients harbored P/LP germline

alterations. By comparison, we found that there were significantly

more BTC patients with a family history in the P/LP group than in

the non-P group (50.0% vs. 28.9%, p = 0.011, Figure 2C). The most

prevalent tumor types of the first- or second-degree relatives of BTC

patients with P/LP germline mutations were lung (9.8%) and liver

cancer (7.3%). Among BTC patients with both P/LP germline

alterations and positive family cancer history, BRCA2 (20%, 4/20)

was the most prevalent. Interestingly, the frequency of APC (26.8%

vs. 12.3%, p = 0.017),NOTCH3 (22.0% vs. 10.6%, p = 0.041), LRP1B

(22.0% vs. 8.2%, p = 0.010), PALB2 (17.1% vs. 5.3%, p = 0.010), and

FGFR2 (14.6% vs. 5.0%, p = 0.027) somatic alterations in the P/LP

group was significantly higher than those in the non-P group

(Figure 3A). In addition, some actionable altered genes frequently

studied in BTC and those with high prevalence in this study, such as

BRAF,ARID1A, CDKN2A, andKRAS somatic alterations, were also

relatively more prevalent in the P/LP group (Figure 3A). Although

there was no significant correlation between P/LP germline

alterations and patients’ age (Figure 3B) or gender (Figure 3C),

we found a trend in our BTC cohort that germline alterations were

more common in younger patients, consistent with reports in

Western BTC populations (29). The prevalence of P/LP germline

alterations in patients under the age of 45 was the highest (13.6%)

but not significantly differed from that in patients diagnosed at older

ages (Figure 3D). This trend may be mainly driven by patients with

germline alterations in BRCA2, who were younger than those

without germline alterations (median of 58 vs. 64, p = 0.22), or

with other germline alterations (Figure 3E). However, due to the

limitation in the sample size, especially those with germline variants,

the difference did not reach statistical significance.
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Differences in genomic alterations
between Chinese and Western
BTC patients

To determine whether there were differences in genomic

characteristics between Chinese and Western BTC patients, we

compared the genomic alterations in our cohort with the

corresponding data in the MSKCC cohort (structural variants

in FGFR2 were excluded). We first analyzed the differences in

genetic alterations among different subtypes in the MSKCC

cohort (Figure 4A). The results showed that TP53 alterations

were more prevalent in GBC patients (p < 0.0001), which is

inconsistent with our previous findings. In addition, the

prevalence of KRAS also significantly differed among different

subtypes, mainly enriching in the ECC (p < 0.0001).

Subsequently, we compared the differences in genomic

alterations of BTC between the Chinese cohort (tumor

samples) and the MSKCC cohort. For ICC patients, the

prevalence of TP53 (35.6% vs. 16.8%, p = 0.012) and KRAS

(22.2% vs. 6.5%, p = 0.004) in our cohort was significantly higher

than that in the MSKCC cohort, whereas the frequency of IDH1

(11.1% vs. 29.0%, p = 0.018) alteration was significantly lower

(Figure 4B). The prevalence of IDH1 was not significantly

different in ECC or GBC patients between Chinese and

Western cohorts, and it was highest in ICC patients in both

the Chinese and the MSKCC cohorts. For ECC patients, the

prevalence of KRAS in the MSKCC cohort was nearly twice that

of our cohort (18.1% vs. 35.1%, p = 0.041, Figure 4C). In

addition, KMT2C (23.7% vs. 7.0%, p = 0.002) alterations were

more prevalent in GBC patients from Chinese cohort than those

from theMSKCC cohort, while the prevalence of SMAD4 (10.5%

vs. 27.0%, p = 0.007) was significantly lower (Figure 4D). When

analyzed based on mutational data from plasma samples,

patients in our cohort also had a significant difference in

genetic alterations compared with those in the MSKCC cohort,

which were similar to the results described above (Supplementary

Figures 2A–C). Except for the MSKCC cohort, we also compared

the genomic feature between our cohort and the TCGA cohort or

another Chinese (Shanghai, Nat Commun 2014) cohort

(Supplementary Figures 2D–F). By comparison with the TCGA

cohort, the prevalence of IDH1 and TP53 remained significantly

different with the results in our cohort, consistent with the

findings from the comparison with the MSKCC cohort.

Comparing the genomic alterations across another Chinese

cohort (Shanghai, Nat Commun 2014) and our cohort revealed

no significant difference in those genes, demonstrating the

consistency between the same ethnic groups. It should be noted,

however, that these results may still be potentially biased due to

variations in sample size and sequencing methods.
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A

B

C

FIGURE 2

Distribution of P/LP germline alterations in 40 BTC patients. (A) Bar plots indicated the prevalence of P/LP germline alterations in each
histological subtype (green). (B) P/LP germline altered genes and DDR pathways in 40 BTC patients are shown on the left, and the prevalence
are shown on the right. (C) Family history of cancer in BTC patients with and without P/LP germline alteration. First-degree relatives include
parents, children, brothers, and sisters, and other relatives are second-degree relatives. P/LP, pathogenic or likely pathogenic; BTC, biliary tract
cancer; DDR, DNA damage repair.
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A

B

D

E
C

FIGURE 3

Somatic alteration characteristics of BTC patients with P/LP germline alterations and the correlation of P/LP germline alterations with clinical
phenotypes. (A) Commonly somatic alterations in BTC patients with and without P/LP germline alteration. *p < 0.05. The correlation between P/
LP germline alterations and (B) age or (C) gender. (D) Frequency of P/LP germline alteration in patients of different ages (372 patients with age
information). The bar plot and lines show the frequency of P/LP germline alteration in patients under a certain age (bar) and frequency in female
and male patients (lines). (E) The panel shows the age at diagnosis of patients without P/LP germline alterations and patients with different P/LP
germline genes. BTC, biliary tract cancer; P/LP, pathogenic or likely pathogenic.
A

B

DC

FIGURE 4

Differences in somatic alterations between Chinese and Western BTC patients. (A) Differences in somatic alterations between histological
subtypes in the Western MSKCC cohort. ****p < 0.0001. Comparison of the prevalence of somatic alterations identified in (B) ICC, (C) ECC, and
(D) GBC subtypes between the Chinese cohort and the Western MSKCC cohort. BTC, biliary tract cancer; MSKCC, Memorial Sloan Kettering
Cancer Center; ICC, intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma; ECC, extrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma; GBC, gallbladder carcinoma.
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Actionable genomic alterations in
Chinese BTC patients

Based on the OncoKB levels of evidence, 378 actionable

alterations were identified in 218 (57.1%) patients from the

Chinese BTC cohort (structural variants of FGFR2 were

excluded), mainly including ARID1A (16.0%), KRAS

(12.6%), and CDKN2A (11.5%). Next, we compared the

prevalence of actionable alterations between Chinese and

Western BTC patients and found that there was no

significant difference in the prevalence of actionable

alterations between these cohorts (62.5% vs. 57.1%, p >

0.05, Figure 5A). However, nearly a quarter of patients in

the Western cohort harbored actionable alteration in IDH1,

so the proportion of patients with level 1 actionable alteration

was significantly higher than that in the Chinese cohort

(24.5% vs. 1.6%, p < 0.0001, Figures 5A,B). In addition,

independent of the levels of evidence, the proportion of

actionable alterations was comparable among ICC, ECC,

and GBC subtypes in the Chinese BTC cohort (Figure 5C).
DNA damage repair, TMB, and MSI

Except for TMB and MSI, which are FDA-approved and

widely applied biomarkers for predicting immunotherapy

response in pan-cancer, DDR alteration has also been

identified as a novel biomarker associated with improved

efficacy. Therefore, we further assessed the DDR alterations,

TMB, and MSI status in Chinese BTC patients. Somatic DDR

gene alterations occurred in half (192/382) of Chinese BTC
Frontiers in Oncology 09
patients, including a total of 32 DDR genes that covered the six

major DDR functional pathways. The most altered pathway was

Fanconi anemia (FA, 23.3%), followed by checkpoint (CP,

22.5%), homologous recombination (HR, 17.5%), and

mismatch repair (MMR, 15.2%) (Figure 6A). ATM was the

most common DDR gene alteration in the three different

subtypes of BTC, followed by BRCA2, ATR, RAD50, MSH6,

and POLE (Figure 6A). We compared deleterious DDR

(delDDR) alterations in Chinese and Western BTC patients

and found that all six DDR pathways were more altered in the

Chinese BTC cohort than in the Western MSKCC cohort (p <

0.05, Figure 6B).

Of the 382 patients with BTC, 23.0% (88/382) had a high

tumor mutation burden (TMB ≥10 mutations/Mb, TMB-H).

Enrichment analysis showed that TP53, ARID1A, KMT2C,

and SMAD4 were more prevalent in TMB-H patients

(Figure 7A). In the meantime, TMB levels in patients with

delDDR alterations were significantly higher than those in

patients with non-deleterious DDR mutations (DDR-mt) and

DDR wild type (DDR-wt), especially in the histological

subtype of ECC (Figure 7B). In addition, only 2.51% (5/

199) of Chinese BTC pat ients were microsate l l i te

instability-high (MSI-H) in our cohort and the rest of the

186 patients were microsatel l i te instabi l i ty- low or

microsatellite instability stable (MIS-L/MSS). Despite the

small number of MSI-H patients, it was found that these

patients had a significantly higher TMB level (Figure 7C).

Additionally, although median TMB values were not

significant among different histological subtypes in our BTC

cohort, median TMB values were relatively highest for GBC

subtypes (Figure 7D), which was in concordance with the

result in the Western MSKCC cohort (Figure 7E).
A

B

C

FIGURE 5

Actionable alterations in BTC patients. (A) Comparison of the actionable alterations between Chinese and Western BTC patients. Bar plots show
the respective prevalence of actionable alterations in this study, and pie plots show the proportion of patients with actionable alterations. (B)
The distribution of patients with actionable alterations in the Chinese cohort. (C) Comparison of the distribution of patients with actionable
alterations in different levels in Chinese and Western cohorts. ****p < 0.0001. BTC, biliary tract cancer.
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Mutational signatures in BTC patients

To define the mutational signatures operative in BTC, we

analyzed the proportion of 30 mutational signatures in patients

from the Catalogue of Somatic Mutations in Cancer (COSMIC)

database. In Chinese BTC patients, Signature 1 is the most

prevalent one (Figures 8A,B, Supplementary Table 4). We

extracted three mutational signatures (Signature A, Signature

B, and Signature C) of our cohort by using non-negative matrix

factorization (NMF) analysis, and they showed high similarity

with the 30 human cancer mutational signatures in the COSMIC

database (Figure 8C). Among them, Signature A showed a strong

correlation with Signature 4, with a cosine correlation similarity

of 0.785 (Figure 8D), suggesting that smoking may increase the

risk of BTC, which has been confirmed in a previous study (30).

Signature B and Signature C were correlated with Signature 30

(correlation similarity of 0.805) and Signature 5 (correlation

similarity of 0.658), respectively (Figure 8D). These results

demonstrate the reliability of mutational signature analysis

using sequencing data from cancer-related gene panels.

Subsequently, we analyzed the correlation between the

COSMIC mutational signatures and the clinical characteristics

of BTC. TMB value was significantly higher in patients with

Signature 1, 4, and or 26 (Figure 9A). Signatures 1, 4, and 26
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were associated with the age at diagnosis, smoking, and defective

DNA mismatch repair (dMMR), respectively. Subsequently, we

analyzed the mutational signatures of BTC and pan-cancer

patients in the MSKCC database and found that the TMB level

of patients with Signature 1 was significantly higher than those

without (Figure 9B). Meanwhile, the TMB level was also

significantly higher in patients with Signature 1 and/or

Signature 4 in pan-cancer, similar to the results in our BTC

cohort (Figure 9C). Although there was no significant difference

in TMB level between patients with Signature 26 and without, an

elevation trend in it was noticed (Figure 9C). These mutational

signatures were not significantly associated with the survival of

MSKCC patients (Figure 10A). Subsequently, we further

evaluated the relationship between overall survival and

mutational signature of ICI-treated pan-cancer patients in the

MSKCC database, but found no significant difference in overall

survival between patients with and without Signature 1,

Signature 4, or Signature 26 (Figure 10B).

Discussion

Surgery remains the cornerstone and curative treatment for

BTC patients, but most BTC patients are unresectable at

diagnosis and have intrahepatic sites, lymph nodes, or
A

B

FIGURE 6

DDR alterations in BTC patients. (A) Distribution of somatic alterations in specific DDR pathways of ICC, ECC, and GBC subtypes. Dark colors
are non-deleterious DDR alterations, and light colors are deleterious DDR (delDDR) alterations. (B) Comparison of the prevalence of delDDR in
different DDR pathways in Chinese and Western cohorts. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ****p < 0.0001. DDR, DNA damage repair; ICC, intrahepatic
cholangiocarcinoma; ECC, extrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma; GBC, gallbladder carcinoma; delDDR: deleterious DDR.
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peritoneum metastasis (31). For advanced BTC patients,

gemcitabine-based chemotherapies are the mostly applied

systemic chemotherapy regimens, but the response rate and

efficacy are generally poor (13, 32–35). Therefore, there are

urgent needs to develop novel and more effective therapies for

BTC, and recently, precision medicine and research have shown

promising efficacy (36–38). The success of BTC precision

medicine is linked to the better understanding of its molecular

biology, but unfortunately, the genomic profile of Chinese BTC

patients is still unclarified. To this end, we conducted a study

that enrolled 382 Chinese BTC patients to comprehensively

investigate their genomic feature to provide foundation for the

clinical precision medicine and translational research in

the future.

Further analysis of the different histological subtypes in our

cohort revealed that while there were shared genomic features

across ICC, ECC, and GBC, some key differences remain. For

example, APC, SMAD4, and TP53 were most prevalent in ICC,

ECC, and GBC, respectively. Previous studies, in both Chinese

and Western BTC patients, have also confirmed that SMAD4

and TP53 alterations were enriched in ECC and GBC,

respectively (39, 40). APC, a known tumor suppressor gene

and key regulator of the Wnt signaling pathway, remains

unknown in BTC (41). Inactivation of the APC gene leads to

disruption of b-catenin degradation, allowing free b-catenin to

accumulate in the cytoplasm and translocate into the nucleus; as
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it was widely detected in the BTC cells, this was indicated as an

early event for the carcinogenesis of BTC (42). Meanwhile, we

found that TP53 and CREBBP alterations were enriched in early-

stage BTC patients, which contradicted the result from the

previous study (43, 44). This difference may be contributed by

relatively small sample sizes in their studies and difference in the

patient characteristics. Additionally, we found that NCOR1

alterations were more enriched in advanced BTC patients,

which is in concordance with the result in the ICGC cohort

(ratio of patients in advanced stages, mut vs. wt: 88.89% vs.

59.95%, p < 0.01) (45). However, little is known about the

function of NCOR1 alteration in BTC, which merited further

exploration. Studies had shown that NCOR1 can regulate

hematopoiesis-related genes, and the decreased expression of

hematopoietic-related gene promyelocytic leukemia zinc-finger

(PLZF) in GBC was associated with advanced TNM stage,

distant metastasis, and shorter overall survival (46, 47). We

also noticed that BTC patients older than 60 years were more

prone to have DNMT3A alteration, which is a hallmark of clonal

hematopoiesis increasing with age (48). These findings may

facilitate clinical trials or drug development targeted at these

biomarkers in specific subtypes or characteristics of Chinese

BTC patients.

Epidemiological risk factors for BTC include chronic

inflammation (due to biliary and gallbladder stones, primary

sclerosing cholangitis, liver flukes, and viral hepatitis),
A

B

D E

C

FIGURE 7

Analysis of TMB in BTC patients. (A) Scatter plots of the prevalence of altered genes in TMB-H and TMB-L samples from the Chinese cohort.
TMB-H, TMB value ≥10 mutations/Mb; TMB-L, TMB value < 10 mutations/Mb. (B) Comparison of the TMB in patients with delDDR, DDR-mt, and
DDR-wt. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01. (C) Correlation between TMB value and MSI value. According to the median MSI value of BTC patients, patients
were divided into the MSI-H group and the MSI-L/MSS group. *p < 0.05. (D, E) Differences in TMB values between ICC, ECC, and GBC subtypes
in the Chinese and Western cohorts. TMB, tumor mutational burden; TMB-H, high TMB value; TMB-L, low TMB value; DDR, DNA damage repair;
delDDR, deleterious DDR; DDR-mt, DDR mutation; DDR-wt, DDR wild type; MSI, microsatellite instability; ICC, intrahepatic
cholangiocarcinoma; ECC, extrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma; GBC, gallbladder carcinoma.
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developmental abnormalities, and other environmental or

metabolic factors such as diabetes, smoking, and drinking (49–

51). Due to the prevalence of hepatitis virus (HBV/HCV)

infection and liver fluke infection in China, the incidence of

cholangiocarcinoma in China is high (52–54). Of note, in this

study, the prevalence of TP53, KRAS, IDH1, KMT2C, and
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SMAD4 was significantly different between the Chinese and

Western BTC patients, which were also supported by other

studies (38). Both TP53 and KRAS alterations have been shown

to be significantly associated with inferior survival outcomes in

BTC (45, 55, 56). In addition, the prevalence of all actionable

alterations in our BTC cohort is similar to that of the Western
A

B

D

C

FIGURE 8

Analyses of mutational signatures in BTC patients. (A) Contribution of the 30 mutational signatures from the COSMIC among BTC patients. (B)
The proportion of the 30 COSMIC mutational signatures in BTC patients. (C) Cosine similarities between three identified mutational signatures
and COSMIC signatures. (D) Signature A, Signature B, and Signature C identified from BTC samples are linked to COSMIC Signature 4, Signature
30, and Signature 5, respectively. BTC, biliary tract cancer; COSMIC, Catalogue of Somatic Mutations in Cancer.
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cohort with only one outlier, that IDH1 was significantly more

prevalent in the Western BTC patients. These differences in

genetic alterations between different ethnic groups underscore

the importance of genomic research and individual precision

medicine. Except for the ethnic difference, the histology subtype

is another factor determining the prevalence of actionable

alterations. For example, in our cohort, IDH1 alterations were

mainly enriched in ICC patients (ICC vs. ECC vs. GBC, 2.8% vs.

1.5%% vs. 0.9%%), which was in concordance with a previous

finding that IDH1 alterations have been reported in

approximately 13% of ICC patients but were rare in other

histological subtypes of BTC (57). It is worth considering that

the sample size and proportion of ICC in this study were

relatively low, which may be a potential reason for the

significantly lower prevalence of IDH1 alterations in Chinese

BTC patients than in Western BTC patients. Ivosidenib, an

inhibitor of IDH1, effectively improved the median progression-

free survival (2.7 months vs. 1.4 months, p < 0.0001) of patients

(16). Another notable alteration is the FGFR2 fusions or
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rearrangements, mainly occurring in about 20% of ICC

patients but is rarely found in ECC (58). Pemigatinib is the

first FDA-approved targeted drug for the treatment of previously

treated patients with locally advanced or metastatic BTC

harboring FGFR2 fusions or rearrangements. The objective

response rate of this drug in the second-line treatment of BTC

patients was 35.5% (14, 59). About a year later, the FDA also

approved infigratinib for the treatment of BTC with the same

genomic alteration (60). Among patients treated with

infigratinib, the objective response rate was 23%, the median

progression-free survival was 7.3 months, and the median

overall survival was 12.2 months. Unfortunately, our study did

not include the detection of FGFR2 structural variants, so we did

not compare the difference in the prevalence of FGFR2 fusions

between Chinese and Western BTC patients, albeit we found

that the FGFR2 genomic alteration was more prevalent in ICC

(ICC vs. ECC vs. GBC, 1.4% vs. 0.5% vs. 0). Activating BRAF

alterations at the V600E locus is a well-known driver in pan-

cancer and FDA-approved therapeutic targets for colorectal
A

B

C

FIGURE 9

Correlations between TMB values and the 30 COSMIC mutational signatures. Comparison of TMB values in patients with and without
COSMIC mutational signatures in (A) our BTC cohort, (B) the MSKCC BTC cohort, and (C) the MSKCC pan-cancer cohort. *p < 0.05;
**p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; ****p < 0.0001. TMB, tumor mutational burden; COSMIC, Catalogue of Somatic Mutations in Cancer; BTC,
biliary tract cancer; MSKCC, Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center. ns, no significance.
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cancer, melanoma, non-small cell lung cancer, and anaplastic

thyroid cancer. Though it was reported that BRAF alterations

occurred in 5.0%–7.0% of Western BTC patients (61), the

prevalence in our cohort was much lower (1.3%), consistent

with the prevalence in another Chinese cohort (1.55%) (39). In a

phase II multicenter basket trial, patients with advanced BRAF-

V600E-mutated rare cancers, including biliary tract cancer, were

treated with the BRAF inhibitor dabrafenib in combination with

the MEK inhibitor trametinib (20), and encouraging antitumor

effects, including 36% of cases achieving partial responses, a

median progression-free survival of 9.2 months, and an overall

survival of 11.7 months, were noticed (20). In addition, patients

with several BRAF-V600-mutated cancer types were treated with

another BRAF inhibitor (vemurafenib) and achieved similar

response rates, with 2 out of 9 BTC patients (22.0%) having

partial responses (62). It is widely known that ERBB2 can be

activated by overexpression, amplification, or alteration in

multiple cancers, for instance, breast cancer, bladder cancer,

and lung cancer, which has also been identified in patients with

BTC. In ECC and GBC of our cohort, ERBB2 alterations

occurred in up to 2.6%–8.5% of cases, whereas its prevalence

in ICC is much lower (1.4%), consistent with corresponding data

reported in the Western cohort (63, 64). In a cohort of seven

BTC patients, two patients had objective responses and three

patients experienced prolonged stable disease after treating with

trastuzumab plus pertuzumab (65). In another basket trial of

patients with ERBB2 or ERBB3 alterations, two of nine BTC
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patients treated with neratinib achieved partial responses (66).

However, more research is needed to determine the efficacy of

ERBB2-targeted therapy as monotherapy or combination

therapy in ERBB2-activated BTC patients. These genetic

alterations showed a preference for histological subtypes,

suggesting that ICC, ECC, and GBC may have different

tumorigenesis and development mechanisms.

The her i tab le feature , part icu lar ly the cancer-

predisposition genes associated with BTC, remains unknown.

In this study, 10.5% of unselected Chinese BTC patients

harbored P/LP germline alterations, which is approximate to

recently published data from another Chinese cohort (12.0%)

(39) and a Japanese BTC cohort (11.0%) by Wardell and his

colleagues (40). In addition, an MSKCC cohort study showed

that 16% (21/131) of BTC patients had pathogenic germline

alterations, with the highest proportion of patients harboring

BRCA2 germline alterations (29), which were in concordance

with our findings. Though previous studies suggested that

Lynch syndrome, an autosomal dominant disease

characterized by germline MMR alteration, is associated with

an increasing lifetime risk of BTC (67), we found that the

Lynch syndrome-related BTC was rare (0.53%) in Chinese

patients. It is noteworthy that our study was the first time that

identified BLM, WRN, XPA, and RAD54L germline P/LP

alterations in BTC patients, supporting consideration of

expanded genetic testing for those with positive family cancer

history or early-onset disease (below 45 years old).
A B

FIGURE 10

Correlation between the 30 COSMIC mutational signature and survival in (A) MSKCC BTC patients and (B) MSKCC pan-cancer patients. *p <
0.05. COSMIC, Catalogue of Somatic Mutations in Cancer; MSKCC, Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center; BTC, biliary tract cancer.
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In recent years, the advent of ICIs has revolutionized the

treatment prospects for some malignant tumors, and these

drugs are also applied as monotherapy or in combination

with other anticancer drugs to treat advanced BTC patients

(68). However, the clinical benefit of immunotherapy appears

to be limited to a small subset of BTC patients; hence,

identifying reliable predictors of immunotherapy response

is a major challenge. TMB-H has been reported as a predictive

marker for immunotherapy or as a prognostic marker for

various tumor types. Recently, Kim et al. analyzed the

correlation between TMB status and ICI efficacy and

showed that the efficacy and median progression-free

survival of ICIs were significantly different between TMB-H

and non-TMB-H patients (69). This finding suggests that

TMB-H is a novel biomarker for predicting tumor response to

ICIs in advanced BTC patients (69). In our study, we found

that delDDR was associated with TMB value, suggesting that

BTC patients with delDDR-mt were more likely to benefit

from immunotherapy. In addition, Brandi et al. found

differences in the proportion of TMB-H in different

histological subtypes of BTC, with the highest proportion of

TMB-H patients in GBC (68). This is consistent with our

findings. Notably, in the dMMR or MSI-H subset of BTC, ICI

treatment has shown success. In a seminal study of

pembrolizumab across 12 tumor types with dMMR, four

BTC cases were included. These patients achieved a 100%

disease control rate, including one patient achieving complete

response and three patients achieving stable disease (70). Our

data showed that TMB levels are significantly higher in MSI-

H patients; thus, BTC patients with TMB-H and MSI-H are

more likely to benefit from immunotherapy, but more studies

are needed for further validation. More importantly, we

found that TMB levels were significantly higher in BTC

patients with Signature 1, Signature 4, and Signature 26.

Although the survival of patients with the aforementioned

mutational signature in pan-cancer was not significantly

improved after immunotherapy, it is worth further

exploration in BTC to develop additional treatments.

In conclusion, our study comprehensively revealed the

characteristics of the alterations in Chinese BTC, thereby

improving our understanding of the mutational diversity of

different histological subtypes of BTC. The findings would

facilitate the identification of potential diagnostic and

therapeutic biomarkers and provide the basis for genome-

targeted strategies and clinical trials.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 1

Locations of TP53, KRAS, IDH1/2, NRAS, BRAF, KMT2C/D, AR, and NCOR1
alterations in the Chinese cohort. The different colors of the dots

represent different alteration types.

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 2

Differences in somatic alterations were compared between Chinese and

MSKCC cohorts based on plasma samples. (A) ICC subtype. (B) ECC subtype.
(C) GBC subtype. Differences in somatic alterations were compared between

(D) Chinese and MSKCC cohorts, (E) Chinese and TCGA cohorts, and (F)
Chinese and other Chinese (Nat Commun 2014) cohorts based on tumor
samples. MSKCC, Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center; ICC, intrahepatic

cholangiocarcinoma; ECC, extrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma; GBC,
gallbladder carcinoma; TCGA, The Cancer Genome Atlas.
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